A Lewis Machine & Tool (LMT®) weapon is not an ordinary weapon, but a state-of-the-art machine that has been intricately designed, engineered and tested to perform with the highest level of reliability. Quality driven, LMT® strives to create reliable weapons that are utilized by the men and women that defend our freedoms on a daily basis.

BECAUSE FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION on the battlefield, LMT® takes pride in its workmanship and not only assembles all its own products, but makes the parts required for each weapon. This ensures that each piece is made with the utmost quality. As the manufacturer, we put a great deal of effort into each rifle, so that you can effectively deliver the tip of the spear.

We are ISO 9001:2008 Registered, which gives us traceability and accountability from raw materials to finished product. LMT® is also compliant to the Berry Amendment, and our products are 100% US made. Each manufactured piece must meet or exceed current Mil-Spec standards, because we are a government supplier and contractor. Testing, quality and scrutiny go into our weapons, much more thoroughly than our competitors in the commercial market.

At LMT®, we believe that it doesn’t matter if you are repelling out of a helicopter or climbing into a tree stand, you deserve the highest quality weapon that can be made. Other manufacturers will make alterations to make a “lower cost” version for the consumer market…NOT HERE, NOT OUR WEAPONS. Why? Because if you have a weapon and you need to use a weapon, no matter the circumstance, it needs to work. That’s why “Failure Is Not An Option” is not only our slogan, it is how we live.

TACTICALLY IMPROVED, LMT® PROPRIETARY, PISTOL GRIPS FOR BETTER ERGONOMICS
ALL UPPER RECEIVERS AND EXTENSION TUBES ARE COATED WITH DRY FILM LUBE
ALL WEAPONS RESULT WITH OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE USING COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE NATO COMPLIANT AMMUNITION
ALL TRIGGER PULLS ARE ELECTRONICALLY TESTED AND RECORDED FOR ADDED TRACEABILITY
OUR HANDGUARDS ARE COMPRESSION MOLDED WHICH ALLOWS THEM TO TAKE MORE HEAT AND REMAIN STRONGER
RELIABLE, PREDICTABLE PROCESSES

Smartphone users: For your convenience, scan the QR codes in this catalog to learn more about LMT® and selected weapons. Please note, not all QR code content works on all devices. If QR codes in this catalog don’t work with your specific device please visit http://www.youtube.com/lewismachineandtool to view video content.

Don’t have a QR code reader? Visit your preferred app provider to download one that is compatible for your phone.
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YOUR LM8 COMES WITH FOUR VERSATILE RAIL SEGMENTS TO FIT YOUR WEAPON NEEDS:

LM8® RAIL SEGMENTS
4 RAIL - 1 3/8” LENGTH
6 RAIL - 2 1/8” LENGTH
8 RAIL - 2 15/16” LENGTH
10 RAIL - 3 3/4” LENGTH

Size does matter and sometimes it’s smaller.

Today’s wars are not fought with lines of soldiers marching across a wide open field at each other. They are fought in compounds, bunkers and tight mountain passes and that is why size matters….less size, without sacrificing reliability and knockdown power. LMT’s newest development, the LM8 platform is an update to our industry leading monolithic rail platform, making the weapon smaller; slimmer, lighter and more maneuverable. When the firefight breaks out in confined quarters, you will be able to put your sight on the target at a moment’s notice, BECAUSE FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION. And because we know that your weapon isn’t the only tool you need to operate in these environments, the LM8 comes with LM8 Rail Panel (battleship) pieces, that can be placed where you need them for the mission at hand.

LMT’s new LM8 platform is available as a complete weapon or as a complete top end. All complete weapons and upper assemblies are 100% US made and comply with the Berry Amendment.

The versatility of the LM8 allows you to use this specialized system as a complete weapon or a top end and offers the Rail Segments in four sizes. Your choices range from the 4 rail – 1 3/8” in length to the 10 rail – 3 3/4” in length. Your choices are endless – BECAUSE FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION
• LM8MWS® Upper Receiver with a 1:10” twist chrome lined barrel or 1:11.25” twist ultra match stainless 5R tactical black matte finish barrel
• Standard semi-auto bolt carrier group
• Tactical charging handle assembly
• LM308MWS lower with SOPMOD Buttstock and two-stage trigger group
• Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 20-round magazine, torque wrench/driver, (4) rail segments and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels

• LM8MRP® Upper Receiver with 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel
• Standard semi-auto bolt carrier group
• Tactical charging handle assembly
• Defender lower with SOPMOD buttstock and standard trigger group
• Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 30-round magazine, torque wrench/driver, (4) rail segments and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels
Guaranteed to give you superior reliability, failure is not an option with the .308 Modular Weapon System (MWS). That is why the British Ministry of Defence selected this powerful weapon system to be the weapon of choice for their Sharpshooters operating in theaters around the globe. Forceful and reliable, the LMT®.308MWS has no comparison.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE USING NSN 1005-01-594-7848; RIFLE 7.62

THE LM308MWS COMES WITH A 16” BARREL AND CAN BE TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS WHEN CUSTOM ORDERED WITH THE 18” OR 20” BARREL—A PREFERENCE LMT OFFERS BECAUSE “FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION.”

CHROME-LINED BARREL FOR LONGER BARREL LIFE AND EASE OF CLEANING

STAINLESS STEEL BARREL OPTION AVAILABLE FOR CONTINUED ACCURACY OVER MULTIPLE ROUNDS

VERSATILITY TO QUICKLY CHANGE BARRELS, STOCKS, SIGHTS, AND MAGAZINES

ADJUSTABLE SIGHTS TO FIT YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

MULTIPLE BARREL LENGTH OPTIONS .308/7.62x51MM CALIBER FOR THE “KNOCKDOWN” AND EXTENDED POWER NEEDED

MONOLITHIC RAIL DESIGN TO ALLOW FOR MULTIPLE COMPONENTS

 Guaranted to perform with stellar results, LMT is proud to have the LM308MWS sanctioned by the NRA for the M110 Series Service Rifle Competitions.

- LMT® .308MWS Upper Receiver with a 1:10” twist chrome lined barrel or 1:11.25” twist ultra match stainless SR tactical black matte finish barrel
- Standard semi-auto bolt carrier group
- Tactical charging handle assembly
- LM308MWS lower with SOPMOD Buttstock and two-stage trigger group
- Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 20-round magazine, torque wrench/driver, (3) rail panels and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels
- Weight: 9.9 pounds
- Overall length with SOPMOD collapsed: 34.75”
- Overall length with SOPMOD extended: 37.75”
- Operating system: Direct gas impingement
- A2 Birdcage Compensator
- 5/8 x 24 Mil-Spec Thread Pitch
- Low Profile Gas Block
- All barrels and bolts are proof-tested (HP) and magnetic-particle-inspected (MPI) to mil-spec standards to guarantee safety
- Cryogenically treated barrel for increased accuracy
- Straight gas tube resists bending and retains better alignment with gas key
- Mil-Spec barrel & bolt carrier group
- LMT®.308MWS upper and lower receiver
- 19.25” top Mil Std 1913 STANAG 4694 compliant rail space
- 7 QD Sling swivel attachment points
- Ambidextrous safety selector and magazine release
- SOPMOD collapsing buttstock, six position
- Electronically tested and recorded trigger pull
- Original Stoner AR10 Magazine compatible
- Tactically improved LMT® proprietary Ergo Grip
- Two stage match trigger
- Captive firing pin retaining pin to prevent loss
- 7.62x51mm chambers allowing both NATO and commercial .308 Win to be fired

Additional barrel & caliber options on page 21
DATELINE –

November, 2009

“Lewis Machine & Tool Co (LMT) are to supply the UK Ministry of Defence with its latest 7.62mm semi-automatic ‘sharpshooter’ rifle. The new rifle will bear the official service designation “L129A1” and is designed to meet current operational requirements.

“The L129A1 is based on a proven design, with new features, including a one-piece upper receiver and a “free floating” barrel, which offers better accuracy at longer ranges.

A number of companies expressed interest in the requirement, with the contract being awarded to Law Enforcement International (LEI), who are LMT’s regional representatives. Deliveries start early in the new year.”

Today

We make the LM308MWS Sharpshooter System, the American commercial version of the L129A1, available to you. The Sharpshooter is durable, reliable and deadly accurate, just like the weapon that the UK Ministry of Defence selected to accompany their designated marksmen into the field.

The Sharpshooter will be manufactured in limited quantities and will only be available for a limited time, so if you want a truly unique piece for your collection, now is the time to act. BECAUSE FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION!
When operating in the still of night, the element of surprise loses effectiveness if your gun doesn’t work when you get there. That is why operators worldwide select the complete weapon system from LMT. The complete weapon system is known for its reliability and knockdown power. Every weapon and component made by LMT is manufactured with the finest independently verified raw materials. This ensures that our weapons will function with superior reliability every time they are called upon. LMT® barrels are cryogenically treated for increased accuracy potential, and have withstood a 70,000 psi Proof Round followed by a magnetic-particle-inspection without incident, failure or flaw. Our enhanced attention to detail leads to combat-reliable weapons and more accurate shots on target. When failure is not an option, LMT is the weapon that guarantees your shot. All complete weapons and upper assemblies are 100% US made and comply with the Berry Amendment.

LMT is pleased to offer the Defender series rifles and lower halves in a California-compliant version. The rifles and lowers ship with a bullet button installed and a 10-round capacity magazine.

**CQB16**

Ideal for everyone who wants the ability to customize with modularity
- CQB MRP® Upper Receiver with 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel
- Standard semi-auto bolt carrier group
- Tactical charging handle assembly
- Defender lower with SOPMOD buttstock and standard trigger group
- Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 30-round magazine, torque wrench/driver, (3) rail panels and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels

Weight: 7 pounds

Overall length with SOPMOD collapsed: 33”

Overall length with SOPMOD extended: 36”

1/2 x 28 Mil-Spec Thread Pitch

Low-Profile Gas Block

Straight gas tube resists bending and retains better alignment with gas key

7 QD Sling swivel attachment points

16.25” top Mil Std 1913 STANAG 4694 compliant rail space

SOPMOD collapsing buttstock, six position

**STD16**

STD16 - Standard rifle by function, but loaded with comfort with the SOPMOD buttstock enhancement
- Standard flattop upper receiver with 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel
- Standard semi-auto bolt carrier group
- Tactical charging handle assembly
- Defender lower with SOPMOD buttstock and standard trigger group
- Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, (1) 30-round magazine and (1) heavy-duty push-button swivel

Weight: 6.5 pounds

Overall length with SOPMOD collapsed: 33.25”

Overall length with SOPMOD extended: 36.25”

1/2 x 28 Mil-Spec Thread Pitch

Compression molded handguards

Mil Std 1913 STANAG 4694 compliant upper receiver rail

SOPMOD collapsing buttstock, six position
An ideal police patrol carbine has all the features of the M4 carbine
• Standard flat top upper receiver with 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 M4-profile barrel
• Standard semi-auto bolt carrier group (enhanced bolt and carrier optional)
• Tactical charging handle assembly
• Defender lower with Generation 2 collapsing buttstock and a standard trigger group
• Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight and (1) 30-round magazine
Weight: 6.2 pounds
Overall length with Gen 2 stock collapsed: 32.50”
Overall length with Gen 2 stock extended: 35.75”
1/2 x 28 Mil-Spec Thread Pitch
Compression molded handguards
Mil Std 1913 STANAG 4694 compliant upper receiver rail
Gen 2 collapsing stock, six position

Reliable and accurate with superior knockdown power, packing 80% of the force of a .308, and just 50% of the recoil
• CQB MRP® upper receiver with 16” chrome-lined 1:10” twist 6.8 barrel with SAAMI Spec chamber
• Standard semi-auto bolt carrier with 6.8 enhanced bolt assembly
• Tactical charging handle assembly
• Defender lower with SOPMOD buttstock and standard trigger group
• Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 25-round 6.8 magazine, torque wrench/driver, (3) rail panels and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels
Weight: 7 pounds
Overall length with SOPMOD collapsed: 33”
Overall length with SOPMOD extended: 36”
5/8 x 24 Mil-Spec Thread Pitch
Low Profile Gas Block
Straight gas tube resists bending and retains better alignment with gas key
7 QD Sling swivel attachment points

OPERATING SYSTEM: DIRECT GAS IMPINGEMENT
A2 BIRDCAGE COMPENSATOR
MIL-SPEC BOLT CARRIER GROUP OR ENHANCED BOLT CARRIER GROUP OPTIONAL
CHROME-LINED BORE AND CHAMBER FOR GREATER WEAR-RESISTANCE, CORROSION-RESISTANCE AND REDUCED FRICTION
1:7” TWIST BARREL TO STABILIZE 55 TO 80 GRAIN PROJECTILES
ALL BARRELS AND BOLTS ARE PROOF-TESTED (HP) AND MAGNETIC-PARTICLE-INSPECTED (MPI) TO MIL-SPEC STANDARDS TO GUARANTEE SAFETY
ALL LMT® BARRELS AND RECEIVERS FEATURE THE M4-TYPE EXTENDED FEED RAMP AND M4-TYPE BARREL
ALL LMT® BARRES ARE MIL-SPEC AND MACHINE-GUN-RATED
ALL LMT® BARRES ARE CRYOGENICALLY TREATED TO INCREASE ACCURACY, EXTEND BARREL LIFE AND MAKE CLEANING EASIER
HANDGUARDS ARE HIGH-TEMPERATURE, HEAT-RESISTANT MATERIAL TO WITHSTAND EXTREME HEAT
ALL COMPLETE WEAPONS Feature the tactically improved LMT® Unique Ergo Grip
ALL COMPLETE WEAPON SYSTEMS BUILT WITH TACTICAL CHARGING HANDLE ASSEMBLY FOR IMPROVED ERGONOMICS WHEN CHARGING THE WEAPON
UPPERS AND EXTENSION TUBES COATED WITH DRY FILM LUBE (DFL) TO CURRENT MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRONICALLY TESTED AND RECORDED TRIGGER PULL
ALUMINUM COMPONENTS MADE OF AIRCRAFT GRADE 7075 T6 ALUMINUM
Just because your day doesn’t begin with a HALO jump in International Airspace, doesn’t mean that you should expect any less quality in your weapon. LMT’s cutting-edge weapons are crafted with detailed precision. Each firearm is constructed and engineered with unmatched reliability and durability.

Every firearm is 100% combat-driven and mil-spec for each customer, delivering function-on-demand. LMT does recognize there are states with restrictions similar to that of the Assault Weapons Ban of 1994. Because of this, we offer three models with modifications to make them legal for sale in all states.

LMT is pleased to offer the Defender Series rifles and lower halves in a California-compliant version. The rifles and lowers ship with a bullet button installed and a 10-round capacity magazine.

Just because your day doesn’t begin with a HALO jump in International Airspace, doesn’t mean that you should expect any less quality in your weapon. LMT’s cutting-edge weapons are crafted with detailed precision. Each firearm is constructed and engineered with unmatched reliability and durability. Every firearm is 100% combat-driven and mil-spec for each customer, delivering function-on-demand.

LMT does recognize there are states with restrictions similar to that of the Assault Weapons Ban of 1994. Because of this, we offer three models with modifications to make them legal for sale in all states.

LMT is pleased to offer the Defender Series rifles and lower halves in a California-compliant version. The rifles and lowers ship with a bullet button installed and a 10-round capacity magazine.
Customize with modularity and legality where it counts

- CQB MRP® upper receiver with 16" chrome-lined 1:7" twist 5.56 target style barrel
- Standard semi-auto bolt carrier group
- Tactical charging handle assembly
- Defender lower with fixed SOPMOD Buttstock and standard trigger group
- Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 10-round magazine, torque wrench/driver, (3) rail panels and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels

Reliability and knockdown power you want, legality that you need.

- MWS .308 Upper receiver with target crowned 16" chrome lined 1:10" twist .308 barrel
- Standard semi-auto bolt carrier group
- Tactical charging handle assembly
- LM308MWS lower with pinned SOPMOD buttstock, two-stage trigger group, ambi selector, and ambi mag release
- Ships with a sling, operators manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 10-round magazine, torque wrench/driver, (3) rail panels and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels
**PISTON WEAPON SYSTEMS**

**LESS MAINTENANCE AND BETTER RELIABILITY...PERIOD.**

Your mission-critical checklist is long enough, weapon reliability is not something that you need to add. In today’s world, less maintenance and increased reliability is a must. Because you want to spend more time firing and less time cleaning, LMT®’s gas piston system runs cleaner and cooler than its direct impingement counterpart. And since time is of the essence, the Piston Weapon System offers the enhanced ease-of-assembly, disassembly, change in barrel length or caliber, all within minutes. Failure is not an option with LMT’s Piston Weapon Systems.

- **CQBPS12**
  - CQB MRP® upper receiver with a 12” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel
  - Piston semi-auto bolt carrier group
  - Tactical charging handle assembly
  - H2 buffer
  - Defender lower with SOPMOD Buttstock and standard trigger group
  - Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 30-round magazine, torque wrench/driver, (3) rail panels and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels

- **CQBPS16**
  - CQB MRP® upper receiver with a 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel
  - Piston semi-auto bolt carrier group
  - Tactical charging handle assembly
  - H2 buffer
  - Defender lower with SOPMOD Buttstock and standard trigger group
  - Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 30-round magazine, torque wrench/driver, (3) rail panels and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels

- **CQBPS68**
  - CQB MRP® upper receiver with a 16” chrome-lined 1:10” twist 6.8 barrel
  - Piston semi-auto bolt carrier group
  - Tactical charging handle assembly
  - H2 buffer
  - Defender lower with SOPMOD Buttstock and standard trigger group
  - Ships with a sling, operator’s manual, tactical adjustable rear sight, tactical front sight, (1) 25-round 6.8 magazine, torque wrench/ driver, (3) rail panels and (2) heavy-duty push-button swivels
CQBPU12
- CQB MRP® piston top end with 12” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 piston barrel
- Piston semi-auto bolt carrier group and charging handle assembly

CQBPU16
- CQB MRP® piston top end with 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 piston barrel
- Piston semi-auto bolt carrier group and charging handle assembly

PISTON CONVERSION KITS

Go from standard gas-operated CQB MRP® to piston-operated in minutes. This conversion kit allows you to switch out the barrel assembly, bolt group and buffer, giving you the option for two different operating systems on the same platform.

L7PCS12
- CQB MRP® piston conversion kit with piston semi-auto bolt carrier group
- H2 buffer and 12” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 piston barrel

L7PCS16
- CQB MRP® piston conversion kit with piston semi-auto bolt carrier group
- H2 buffer and 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 piston barrel

L7PCS68
- CQB MRP® piston conversion kit with piston semi-auto 6.8 bolt carrier group
- H2 buffer and 16” chrome-lined 1:10” twist 6.8 piston barrel
STANDARD FLATETOP UPPERS

Just as there is no “standard mission,” there isn’t anything “standard” about these Flattop Uppers. LMT offers a state-of-the-art upper receiver assembly or a complete top end made to give you exactly what you want AND need to accomplish your mission.

Made with the highest quality of materials and built to Mil-spec, LMT’s uppers out perform all others. Cutting-edge performance and versatility is what you get when you pair our standard uppers with any Mil-spec lower. You have exactly the weapon you need to accomplish any mission. For further mission specific customization, LMT also manufactures and sells accessories, built to meet the same rigorous mil-spec standards as our weapons. – BECAUSE FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION

STANDARD FLATETOP COMPLETE TOP ENDS, 5.56

F-5-0C7-CB-SF
Standard Flattop Upper Receiver with 10.5” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel, standard semi-auto bolt group, charging handle assembly and handguards

F-5-4C7-CB-SF
Standard Flattop Upper Receiver with 14.5” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel, standard semi-auto bolt group, charging handle assembly and handguards

F-5-6C7-CB-SF
Standard Flattop Upper Receiver with 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel, standard semi-auto bolt group, charging handle assembly and handguards

STANDARD FLATETOP UPPER RECEIVER ASSEMBLIES, 5.56

L900L08
Standard Flattop Upper Receiver with a 10.5” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel

L7D1
Standard Flattop Upper Receiver with a 14.5” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel

L7UB1
Standard Flattop Upper Receiver with a 16” chrome-lined 1:7” twist 5.56 barrel
**SIGHTS, HANDLES, HANDGUARDS**

**LMP103**  
Charging Handle Assembly, Standard

**LMP103T**  
Charging Handle Assembly, Tactical

**L8FS**  
TACTICAL FRONT SIGHT ASSEMBLY

LMT® Tactical Front Sight Assembly is also used to co-witness. It is exclusive and will not break off if you incorporate a sling.

**L8A**  
TACTICAL ADJUSTABLE REAR SIGHT  
(NSN:1005-01-548-5193)

Used on all MK18 MOD 0 rifles used by the US Navy and other SOCOM units. From the back, the rear sight has the appearance of an A2 sight. All of the components are interchangeable with standard A2 sights. The LMT® tactical adjustable rear sight offers a co-located sight picture to back up reflex sight systems. Forward and backward compatible with the M16-type weapon families. Robust design and removable to fit any Mil Std 1913 STANAG 4694 compliant rail space. Adjustments match current M4-type operation both in function and capability. This sight was designed by LMT and adopted by the Navy.

**LMP154G**  
HANDGUARDS

All handguards are made exclusively for LMT. They are compression-molded, allowing them to remain stronger longer at higher rates of fire and will not burn or melt when used for continuous firing.
What makes LMT®’s Monolithic Rails stand out from any others in the industry? Intricately designed, they have an absolute strength and consistency, due to their solid aluminum forging. Our engineers improved the functionality of traditional AR weapon systems to operate more efficiently with 13 fewer moving parts than previous designs. This cutting-edge enhancement significantly reduced the potential for malfunction, BECAUSE FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION.

---

### BARREL ASSEMBLY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L7MA1B</td>
<td>10.5&quot; Chrome-Lined 1:7&quot; twist 5.56 CQB MRP® Barrel Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7NA1B</td>
<td>14.5&quot; Chrome-Lined 1:7&quot; twist 5.56 MRP® Barrel Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7PA1B</td>
<td>16&quot; Chrome-Lined 1:7&quot; twist 5.56 MRP® Barrel Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7S1B</td>
<td>18&quot; Stainless Steel 1:7&quot; twist 5.56 MRP® Barrel Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7S1B</td>
<td>16&quot; Stainless Steel 1:7&quot; twist 5.56 MRP® Barrel Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7CA1B</td>
<td>20&quot; Stainless Steel 1:12&quot; twist .204 Ruger MRP® Barrel Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7YA1B</td>
<td>12.5&quot; Chrome-Lined 1:10&quot; twist 6.8 MRP® Barrel Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7EA1B</td>
<td>16&quot; Chrome-Lined 1:10&quot; twist 6.8 MRP® Barrel Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7GA1B</td>
<td>18&quot; Stainless Steel 1:10&quot; twist 6.8 MRP® Barrel Assembly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L7S1A</td>
<td>CQB MRP® (carbine) Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.9 lbs. 19.25&quot; long, barrel extends 2.56&quot; from the receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.5 lbs. 22.75&quot; long, barrel extends 6.56&quot; from the receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.6 lbs. 24&quot; long, barrel extends 8.125&quot; from the receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.9 lbs. 26&quot; long, barrel extends 9.5&quot; from the receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.6 lbs. 24&quot; long, barrel extends 8.125&quot; from the receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.6 lbs. 28.5&quot; long, barrel extends 12.125&quot; from the receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 lbs. 20&quot; long, barrel extends 4.125&quot; from the receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.6 lbs. 24&quot; long, barrel extends 8.125&quot; from the receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.9 lbs. 26&quot; long, barrel extends 9.5&quot; from the receiver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### CALIBER OPTIONS FOR 2012

- **300 Whisper® (300 AAC Blackout)**
  - 5.45 X 39
  - 7.62 X 39

The 300 Whisper® is a registered trademark of JD Jones/SSK Industries
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Extension</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>L7RA1A</strong> Standard MRP® (rifle) version</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7FB2</td>
<td>Bolt Carrier Group Complete, enhanced bolt assembly with standard semi-auto carrier, 6.8</td>
<td>4.8 lbs.</td>
<td>22.75”</td>
<td>2.56”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7D3</td>
<td>Standard Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier Group, 5.56</td>
<td>4.9 lbs.</td>
<td>24”</td>
<td>4.125”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7FB3</td>
<td>Standard Full Auto Bolt Carrier, Enhanced Bolt Assembly, 5.56</td>
<td>5.3 lbs.</td>
<td>26”</td>
<td>5.5”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7EB3</td>
<td>Standard Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier, Enhanced Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier Assembly, 5.56</td>
<td>4.9 lbs.</td>
<td>28.5”</td>
<td>8.125”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7X3</td>
<td>Standard Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier, Enhanced Bolt Assembly, 5.56</td>
<td>3.6 lbs.</td>
<td>20”</td>
<td>8.125”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7Q3</td>
<td>Enhanced Full Auto Bolt Carrier Group, 5.56</td>
<td>4.9 lbs.</td>
<td>24”</td>
<td>4.125”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7Q3</td>
<td>Enhanced Full Auto Bolt Carrier Group, 5.56</td>
<td>5.3 lbs.</td>
<td>26”</td>
<td>5.5”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FREE-FLOATING BARREL
NO LOSS OF ZERO FROM ROUGH HANDLING
REDUCED TEMPERATURE TO HANDGUARD, OPTICS AND BARREL
STRAIGHT GAS TUBE RESISTS BENDING AND RETAINS BETTER ALIGNMENT WITH THE GAS KEY
19.25” MIL STD 1913 STANAG 4694 COMPLIANT RAIL SPACE
5 QD SLING SWIVEL ATTACHMENT POINTS
ACCEPTS STANDARD AND ENHANCED M16-TYPE (STONER DESIGN) COMPONENTS FOR CONVENIENCE TO USER
TOP RAIL POSITION MATCHES M4- AND E3-TYPE WEAPONS ENSURING OPTICS AND SIGHT COMPATIBILITY
LMT® UPPER RECEIVER (T) MARKINGS ARE LASER-ENGRAVED SO THAT YOU CAN SEE AND IDENTIFY POSITIVELY IN THE DARK WITH THE LATEST WHITE LIGHT, INFRARED, LASER, IR AND THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEM DEVICES
INTEGRATED FIRED CARTRIDGE CASE DEFLECTOR

Monolithic Rail Uppers

Durability, superior strength and state-of-the-art design makes LMT’s Monolithic Rail Platform Uppers the most versatile of all of our products. Accomplish your mission with our precision-engineered upper that is dependable, accurate and easy to maintain.

Exclusivity is what we are most proud of with this product. LMT is the only rifle manufacturer that allows the operator the ability to change barrel length, operating systems and calibers with the turn of two locking bolts. With great pride, we guarantee that there is no other system which provides this unprecedented level of versatility for accurate deployment, when failure is not an option.

Monolithic Rail Uppers are available in two versions — the standard MRP® (The Long One) or the CQB MRP® (The Short One)

For further mission-specific customization, LMT also manufactures and sells accessories, built to meet the same rigorous mil-spec standards as our weapons.
**MONOLITHIC UPPER RECEIVER ASSEMBLIES**

**AVAILABLE AS A TOP-END OR AS A COMPLETE UPPER RECEIVER ASSEMBLY**

**5.56**

**C-5-0C7**
CQB MRP® Upper Receiver with 10.5" chrome-lined 1:7" twist 5.56 barrel
(C-5-0C7-CX-SF: Includes standard semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)

**C-5-4C7**
CQB MRP® Upper Receiver with 14.5" chrome-lined 1:7" twist 5.56 barrel
(C-5-4C7-CX-SF: Includes standard semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)

**C-5-6C7**
CQB MRP® Upper Receiver with 16" chrome-lined 1:7" twist 5.56 barrel
(C-5-6C7-CX-SF: Includes standard semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)

**M-5-4C7**
MRP® Upper Receiver with 14.5" chrome-lined 1:7" twist 5.56 barrel
(M-5-4C7-CX-SF: Includes standard semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)

**M-5-6C7**
MRP® Upper Receiver with 16" chrome-lined 1:7" twist 5.56 barrel
(M-5-6C7-CX-SF: Includes standard semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)

**6.8**

**C-6-3C0**
CQB MRP® Upper Receiver with 12.5" chrome-lined 1:10" twist 6.8 barrel
(C-6-3C0-CX-SH: Includes 6.8 semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)

**C-6-6C0**
CQB MRP® Upper Receiver with 16" chrome-lined 1:10" twist 6.8 barrel
(C-6-6C0-CX-SH: Includes 6.8 semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)

**C-6-8S0**
CQB MRP® Upper Receiver with 18" stainless steel 1:10" twist 6.8 barrel
(C-6-8S0-CX-SH: Includes 6.8 semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)

**M-6-6C0**
MRP® Upper Receiver with 16" chrome-lined 1:10" twist 6.8 barrel
(M-6-6C0-CX-SH: Includes 6.8 semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)

**M-6-8C0**
MRP® Upper Receiver with 18" chrome-lined 1:10" twist 6.8 barrel
(M-6-8C0-CX-SH: Includes 6.8 semi-auto bolt group and charging handle assembly)
MONOLITHIC BARREL OPTIONS

Battle-tested and ready for the unpredictable, your LMT® barrel will never let you down because of the rigorous testing required before you zero in on your first target.

Your barrel will have been subjected to a 70,000 psi proof cartridge and then magnetic-particle-inspected to insure the barrel performs without incident, failure or flaw. The intense and rigorous testing we put our products through is why Military ranks worldwide choose LMT.

With the supplied torque wrench, driver, proper bolt group and magazine (when applicable), you can customize your own rifle for the mission at hand without armorer or riflesmith assistance. LMT offers numerous barrel options in 5.56, 6.8 and .204 Ruger to accommodate your need...whether you are a soldier, police officer, hunter or target shooter. LMT quality does not discriminate between military, law enforcement and civilian rifles. Top quality knows no discrimination. When you choose our products, you know that failure is not an option.

CHROME-LINED MILITARY GRADE OR STAINLESS BARRELS AVAILABLE TO MATCH YOUR SPECIFIC PREFERENCE

ALL LMT® BARRELS ARE CRYOGENICALLY TREATED TO INCREASE ACCURACY, EXTEND BARREL LIFE, AND MAKE CLEANING EASIER

ALL BARRELS ARE PROOF-TESTED AND MAGNETIC-PARTICLE-INSPECTED TO ENSURE SAFETY IN EVERY WEAPON

ALL LMT® CHROME-MOLY VANADIUM BARRELS ARE MIL SPEC MACHINE GUN-GRADE CHROME LINED

ALL LMT® 5.56MM CHAMBERS WILL SHOOT THE MORE POWERFUL 5.56MM OR THE COMMERCIAL .223 REM CARTRIDGES

L7PA1B 16” Chrome-Lined 1:7” twist 5.56 MRP® Barrel Assembly
L7GA1B 18” Stainless Steel 1:10” twist 6.8 MRP® Barrel Assembly
L7CA1B 20” Stainless Steel 1:12” twist .204 Ruger MRP® Barrel Assembly
L7MA1B 10.5” Chrome-Lined 1:7” twist 5.56 QPB MRP® Barrel Assembly
L7YA1B 12.5” Chrome-Lined 1:10” twist 6.8 MRP® Barrel Assembly
L7S1B 18” Stainless Steel 1:7” twist 5.56 MRP® Barrel Assembly
L7EA1B 16” Chrome-Lined 1:10” twist 6.8 MRP® Barrel Assembly
L7NA1B 14.5” Chrome-Lined 1:7” twist 5.56 MRP® Barrel Assembly
L7SB1B 16” Stainless Steel 1:7” twist 5.56 MRP® Barrel Assembly

CALIBER OPTIONS FOR 2012

.300 Whisper® (300 AAC Blackout) 7.62 X 39
5.45 X 39

The 300 Whisper® is a registered trademark of JD Jones/SSK Industries
As a senior mechanical engineer for a major oil company, I work with machinery for a living. I can really appreciate the design, engineering and machining quality in each of your LMT rifles … the MRP and MWS designs are prime examples of the LMT commitment to quality and your “Failure is Not an Option” credo.

The fit and finish are outstanding … I can tell that LMT did their homework on the barrel interchangeability of the MRP … from the precise barrel indexing system design to the body fit bolting for holding barrel alignment, this is a solid design.

I know that I can count on my LMT’s every time … I have owned other AR brands in the past, none of which can match the LMT quality … your rifles are now my rifles of choice.

Richard S.
Pearl River, LA
MRP® ACCESSORIES

4338LMT-BK
Rail Panel for MRP®/CQB MRP® (sold individually), black
(4338LMT-CB: flat dark earth)

L7S1-KIT
MRP®/CQB MRP® Kit with Torque Wrench, Driver, (3) black Rail Panels and an Operator’s Manual
(L7S1-KITT: flat dark earth)

L7S1TW
Torque Wrench with Driver

BG-16
Battlegrip, TangoDown, black
(BG-16FDE: flat dark earth)

4007LMT-BK
Battlegrip, Ergo, black
(4007LMT-CB: flat dark earth)

BGV-MK46
Vertical Battlegrip, TangoDown, black
(BGV-MK46-FDE: flat dark earth)

CM004
Heavy-Duty Push-Button Swivel. Sling mount and swivel are sold separately

SB100
Rail Grabber Sling Mount. A new way to mount your sling, with the rail grabbing sling mount. Sling mount and swivel are sold separately
LMT® ENHANCED BOLTS AND CARRIERS

You will never experience broken bolts and poor performance in harsh weather conditions ever again. The LMT® enhanced bolt and carrier will always come through for you—BECAUSE FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION with our products.

When SOCOM experienced failures to extract and broken bolts with their M4A1 carbines, Lewis Machine & Tool Company presented a solution to correct the mechanical deficiencies found by these elite warriors. Our superior and enhanced carriers have a more resilient coating, refined heat treat, as well as a fully-supported cartridge case by the bolt face to help solve these historical bolt carrier issues.

Also, the enhanced extractor on the bolt assembly has a “lobster tail” appearance and offers a double-spring system. The enhanced bolt is manufactured from a much stronger and higher quality material than the GI-issue bolt, and the geometry of the locking lugs decreases stress.

These cutting-edge enhancements guarantee that our superior bolts and bolt lugs will outperform our competitors. We produce the highest quality components on the market so that your weapon performs in any weather condition, situation or crucial mission—because with LMT, failure is not an option.

L7D3
Standard Full-Auto Bolt Carrier Group

L7FB3
Standard Full-Auto Bolt Carrier with enhanced bolt assembly

L7EB3
Standard Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier with enhanced bolt assembly

L7XA3
Enhanced Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier Group

L7Q3
Enhanced Full-Auto Bolt Carrier Group

L7FB2
6.8 Bolt Carrier Group, enhanced bolt/standard carrier, semi-auto

L7A3
Standard Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier Group

MODIFIED CAM TRACK INCREASES DWELL TIME ALLOWING FOR A MUCH EASIER EXTRACTION
EXTRACTOR CLAW ENGAGES MORE OF THE CARTRIDGE CASE RIM TO ENSURE POSITIVE EXTRACTION
The unsurpassed dependability and cutting-edge construction of the LMT® Buttstock will have you ready for the unexpected. As the sole provider of the SOPMOD Buttstocks to the US Special Ops Command, US Army, US Navy, US Air Force, US Marine Corps, and many others, we take pride in our workmanship because failure is not an option in any mission.

LMT stands behind its products and provides an extraordinary weapon, which we take great pride in making available to everyone. As with all of our products, these same high-quality buttstocks are also available for civilian use.

Adjustable up to six positions to ensure the most accurate and efficient positioning for the job

Available assembled, as assembly kits or replacement parts

**SOPMOD BUTTSTOCK**

- Enhanced cheek weld for a better shooting position
- Rubber butt plate reduces felt recoil and provides no-slip surface against web gear and body armor
- Dual quick-detach sling swivel mounting locations
- Convenient watertight battery access storage tubes — (up to 66 feet)
- LMT is the exclusive supplier of the SOPMOD to all of the armed forces

**GENERATION 2 BUTTSTOCK**

- The standard collapsible buttstock, which is common to the M4, is referred to as the Generation 2 (Gen 2)
- Improved cheek weld for a better shooting position
- Reinforced to sustain firing larger calibers and grenades
**SOPMOD**

**L7LA2D**
SOPMOD Buttstock Assembly with QD swivel bushing, heavy-duty push-button swivel, extension tube, nut, plate, buffer and action spring; black

**L7LA2BA**
SOPMOD Buttstock, black - available in military version (less QD swivel bushing NSN:1005-01-544-9825)

**L7LA2DT**
SOPMOD Buttstock Assembly with QD swivel bushing heavy-duty push-button swivel, extension tube, nut, plate, buffer and action spring; flat dark earth

**L7LA2BAT**
SOPMOD Buttstock, flat dark earth - available in military version (less QD swivel bushing NSN:1005-01-575-0756)

**GENERATION 2**

**L291C**
Generation 2 Collapsing Buttstock Assembly, includes extension tube, nut, plate, buffer and action spring

**L291B**
Generation 2 Collapsing Buttstock

*INCLUDES KAC SR-25, ARMALITE AR10, DPMS, POF, AND OTHER AR-10 TYPE RIFLES*
REST ASSURED, when you carry an LMT weapon you know you can rely on its dependability every time. Your input has helped us to create the most innovative and dependable weapons available, anywhere. Because of this partnership, when failure is not an option, this is the weapon you want by your side! Our lower halves are available in the Defender (semi-auto) or the Guardian (full-auto) version. LMT offers you choices to fit your needs. You can choose which buttstock, trigger group or markings (LEO or non LEO marked) you prefer most.

**GEN 2 LOWER HALF**

- MIL-SPEC 7075 T6 AIRCRAFT QUALITY ALUMINUM FORGING
- MIL-SPEC HARD-COAT ANODIZING
- SEMI- (DEFENDER) OR FULL-AUTO (GUARDIAN)
- ADDITIONAL TRIGGER, SELECTOR AND COLOR OPTIONS AVAILABLE
- NEWEST ADDITION - AMBIDEXTROUS SAFETY SELECTOR AVAILABLE IN FULL- OR SEMI-AUTO
- IMPROVED HAMMER/TRIGGER PINS FOR EASY REMOVAL WITHOUT DAMAGING FINISH
- MIL-SPEC .154 HAMMER AND TRIGGER PINS

**SOPMOD LOWER HALF**
A2 LOWER HALF

**L7B2**
Defender Lower with fixed stock and standard trigger, black

**L7B2L**
Defender Lower with fixed stock, standard trigger and law enforcement markings, black

GEN 2 LOWER HALF

**L7C2**
Defender Lower with Generation 2 collapsing stock and standard trigger, black

**L7C2L**
Defender Lower with Generation 2 collapsing stock, standard trigger and law enforcement markings, black

**L7C3**
Defender Lower with Generation 2 collapsing stock, standard trigger and ambidextrous selector, black

**L7D2**
Guardian Lower with Generation 2 collapsing stock and standard trigger, black

**L7H2**
Defender Lower with Generation 2 collapsing stock and two-stage trigger, black

**L7H2L**
Defender Lower with Generation 2 collapsing stock, two stage trigger and law enforcement markings, black

SOPMOD LOWER HALF

**L7LB2**
Defender Lower with SOPMOD stock and standard trigger, black

(L7LB2T Color: flat dark earth)

**L7LB2L**
Defender Lower with SOPMOD stock, standard trigger and law enforcement markings, black

(L7LB2LT Color: flat dark earth)

**L7C4**
Defender Lower with SOPMOD stock, standard trigger and ambidextrous selector, black

(L7C4T Color: flat dark earth)

**L7C4L**
Defender Lower with SOPMOD stock, standard trigger, ambidextrous selector and law enforcement markings, black

(L7C4LT Color: flat dark earth)

**L7D4**
Guardian Lower with SOPMOD stock and standard trigger, black

**L7E2**
Defender Lower with SOPMOD stock and two stage trigger, black

(L7E2T Color: flat dark earth)

**L7E2A**
Defender Lower with SOPMOD stock, two stage trigger and law enforcement markings, black

(L7E2AT Color: flat dark earth)

**L7DA4**
Defender Lower with SOPMOD stock, two stage trigger and ambidextrous selector, black

(L7DA4T Color: flat dark earth)
LMT takes pride in supporting our armed forces, and we are committed to building the most excellent weapons to help defend our country. When failure is not an option, you can count on our combat-driven weapons in any situation — storming a compound, taking down a terrorist network, or bringing hostages to safety. Our cutting-edge Grenade Launcher gets the job done.

### AVAILABLE IN THREE MOUNTING OPTIONS:

**STANDARD M203**

*Industry Standard for Rifle-Mounted Grenade Launcher*

**RAIL-MOUNTED M203**

*Rail-Mounted Grenade Launcher, Designed Specifically for Our Ultra-Rugged MRP® Weapon Systems*

**PISTOL GRIP M203**

*Quickly Becoming a Favorite of Operators Around the World*

LMT® GRENADE LAUNCHERS ARE AVAILABLE IN 40MM WITH EITHER THE 9” OR 12” BARREL ASSEMBLY

---

**L2B1PG**

M203 Pistol Grip Frame

**L2BPG**

M203 Pistol Grip with Rail-Mounted Grenade Launcher, 9” barrel

**L2CPG**

M203 Pistol Grip with Rail-Mounted Grenade Launcher, 12” barrel

**LMP300L380**

M203 Standard Grenade Launcher, 9” barrel

**LMP300L360**

M203 Standard Grenade Launcher, 12” barrel

**L2BCUT**

Dummy M203 Rail-Mounted Launcher with 9” barrel

**LMP380**

M203 Grenade Launcher Barrel Assembly, 9”

**LMP360**

M203 Grenade Launcher Barrel Assembly, 12”
**QUADRANT GL SIGHT**

**L3B**
Quadrant Sight, mounts to an A2/A1 upper receiver

**12598114**
Quadrant Sight, mounts to a detachable carry handle

**L3C**
Quadrant Sight, mounts to a Mil Std 1913 STANAG 4694 compliant rail upper receiver

---

**REFLEX QUADRANT SIGHT ASSEMBLY**

**98370**
Red Dot Reflex Quadrant Sight Assembly mounts the LMT® M203 receiver via attachment holes

**20331L**
Red Dot Reflex Quadrant Sight Assembly mounts to a rail-mounted M203

---

**LEAF SIGHT ASSEMBLY**

**22109**
Leaf Sight Assembly, rail grabbing mounts to a Mil Std 1913 STANAG 4694 compliant rail

**8448330**
Leaf Sight Assembly, mounts to a carbine or rifle M203 standard handguard

---

**QUICK-RELEASE GRENADE LAUNCHER MOUNT**

**96174**
Quick-Release Grenade Launcher Mount

**12991506**
M203 Mounting Kit (less Leaf Sight Assembly) mounts standard M203 to a standard or M4-type carbine

**L4B1**
M203 Mounting Kit (with Leaf Sight Assembly) mounts standard M203 to a standard or M4-type carbine

**LMP300A**
M203 Mounting Hardware Kit (less Leaf Sight Assembly) mounts standard M203 to a standard A2 rifle with 20” barrel assembly

**LMP300B**
M203 Mounting Hardware Kit (with Leaf Sight Assembly) mounts standard M203 to a standard A2 rifle with 20” barrel assembly
MISSION, SPEED AND DEPENDABILITY ARE CRITICAL WHEN FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION.

When it comes time to use your weapon, you cannot fail. That is why Lewis Machine and Tool Company has developed a Quick Fire Sight System (QFSS) to meet mission-specific needs. When working alone as a sniper, or engaging with your team in close-quarter battle, our QFSS will serve as a back-up reflex optic to engage targets that are too close to employ your longer range weapon optic, or to augment close-quarter battle with your primary weapon, while using the two-eyes-open method of sighting.

KIT INCLUDES:
- Primary base assembly to accommodate the Insight MRDS
- Adapter and shroud to accommodate the Leupold Delta Point
- Adapter and shroud to accommodate the Trijicon RMR
- Adapter and shroud to accommodate the Docter Reflex Sight Burris Fastfire II
- Adapter plate to accommodate the Aimpoint Micro T-1

ACCESSORIES
Our service to you doesn’t end once the initial weapon purchase is complete. Rather, we offer a variety of accessories to enhance your individual weapon as needs change, because when you need to use one of our weapons, failure is not an option.

L7M2
M2 TRAINING BOLT
The M2 Training Bolt allows an operator to train with more economical, lightweight training rounds that can be used indoors.

The bolt is now finished in blue to be easily identified as a training bolt, which eliminates the possibility of loading live rounds (training rounds not included).

LMP092CA
Ambidextrous Safety Selector, Semi-Auto
LMP2400
TWO-STAGE TRIGGER ASSEMBLY
The matched, two-stage trigger group uses standard mounting holes and is easy to assemble, delivering a smooth first-stage and crisp 4.5-7 pound second-stage, right out of the box. LMT’s quality is once again on display with precision-fit hammer and trigger pins that are made to tighter tolerances, with no adjustment screws and no tuning necessary. In fact, you will find zero change in weight or smoothness after 2,000 cycles. Our 4.5-7 trigger pull assures drop safety. Use your standard trigger spring for 4 pound pull.

LMP092AA
Ambidextrous Safety Selector, Full-Auto (LMP092CA: Semi-Auto)

PR-4
Carbine SP Sling Mount

PR-16
Rifle SP Sling Mount

L9B
30-Round (5.56) Magazine

05-6807
10-Round (6.8) Magazine

05-6806
15-Round (6.8) Magazine

05-6805
25-Round (6.8) Magazine

REA - REBAR CUTTER ASSEMBLY
- Lightweight option that saves time, energy and money to gain entry through ¾” rebar with one shot of M855
- Built to meet specifications for military, government and law enforcement agencies
- Inexpensive, but very effective people mover
- Quick installation and removal
CUSTOM-BUILD WEAPON SYSTEMS

Every mission is different, so be sure to select the right weapon for the job. We offer original, highly-specialized weapons to execute any mission. You can tell us what your needs are and we will custom build your weapon.

It is as simple as filling in the part matrix to build your own custom weapon. When failure is not an option, LMT® weapons are exceptional foundations for building a total system that can be deployed in almost any scenario, yet maintain adaptability to new cutting-edge technology and accessories. Each rifle is built with the utmost quality; and we guarantee that you have purchased the most excellent weapon made, whether you are US Military, a police officer or an avid hunter.

SPECIAL ORDER RIFLES REQUIRE LONGER PRODUCTION TIME BECAUSE THEY ARE CUSTOM BUILT, NOT STOCKED.

SECTION 1
UPPER RECEIVER
C) CQB MRP® Upper Receiver
M) MRP® Upper Receiver
F) Flattop Upper Receiver
A) A2 Upper Receiver
L) MWS Upper Receiver
R) LM8MRP®
W) LM8MWS®
X) No upper receiver option chosen

SECTION 2
CALIBER OPTIONS
2) 204 Ruger
5) 5.56
6) 6.8
1) .308
3) .243 Win
4) .260 Rem
8) .338 Federal
7) 7mm-08 Rem
9) 6.5 Creedmoor
A) 300 Whisper / 300 AAC Blackout
B) 7.62 X 39
C) 5.45 X 39
X) No caliber option chosen

SECTION 3
BARREL LENGTH
8) 18", MRP® Barrel, stainless steel only
7) 20" MRP® Barrel,.204 stainless steel only
6) 16" Barrel
4) 14.5" Barrel
3) 12.5" Barrel, 6.8 only option
E) MWS 13.5"
2) Piston 12" Barrel
1) Piston 16" Barrel
0) 10.5" CQB MRP® barrel only CQB length
A) MWS 16"
B) MWS 18"
D) MWS 20"
X) No barrel length chosen

SECTION 4
BARREL MATERIAL
S) Stainless steel, only available for CQB MRP®, MRP® barrels and MWS 20" optional caliber barrels
C) Chrome-lined
T) Stainless steel 5R Ultra
X) No barrel material chosen
SECTION 5
BARREL TWIST
7) 1:7” twist
5) 1:7.5” twist 5.56 CMP barrel only
8) 1:8” twist
9) 1:9” twist .243 Win, .260 Rem and 6.5 Creedmoor only
O) 1:10” twist, 6.8, 7mm-08 and .338 Federal only
2) 1:12” twist, .204 only option
A) 1:10” twist, .308 only
B) 1:11.25” twist, .308 only
X) No barrel twist chosen

SECTION 6
CHARGING HANDLE
C) Charging Handle Assembly standard
T) Charging Handle Assembly tactical
X) No charging handle assembly chosen

SECTION 7
HANDGUARDS
B) Hand guards, black
X) No handguards chosen

SECTION 8
CARRIER
S) Standard Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier
F) Standard Full-Auto Bolt Carrier
C) Enhanced Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier
E) Enhanced Full-Auto Bolt Carrier
P) Piston Full-Auto Bolt Carrier
R) Piston Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier
A) MWS Semi-Auto Bolt Carrier
X) No bolt carrier chosen

SECTION 9
BOLT ASSEMBLY
F) Standard 5.56 Bolt Assembly
G) Enhanced 5.56 Bolt Assembly
H) 6.8 Bolt Assembly, Dual Extractor
P) Piston Bolt Assembly
M) MWS Bolt Assembly
N) 7.62 X 39 Bolt Assembly
X) No bolt assembly chosen

SECTION 10
LOWER RECEIVER ASSEMBLY
D) Defender Lower, no markings
G) Guardian Lower, no markings
M) Defender Lower with LE markings
L) Guardian Lower with LE markings
X) No lower receiver group chosen
A) MWS Lower Semi-Auto

SECTION 11
TRIGGER
J) Standard, Semi-Auto Trigger Group
K) Standard, Full-Auto Trigger Group
L) Two-Stage, Semi-Auto Trigger Group
A) MWS Semi-Auto Trigger group
X) No trigger group chosen

SECTION 12
BUTTSTOCK
N) A2 Fixed Buttstock, black
Q) SOPMOD Buttstock, black
R) SOPMOD Buttstock, flat dark earth
S) Gen 2 collapsing Buttstock, black
X) No buttstock chosen

SECTION 13
SAFETY SELECTOR
V) Standard Safety Selector, Semi-Auto
W) Standard Safety Selector, Full-Auto
Y) Ambi Safety Selector, Semi-Auto
Z) Ambi Safety Selector, Full-Auto
X) No safety selector chosen

RECORD YOUR SECTION SELECTIONS IN THE PROVIDED SPACES.
SHIPPING AND HANDLING INFORMATION
Due to the large volume of orders we process, all orders for in-stock product will be shipped in the order received.

- We attempt to ship within five business days (business days do not include weekends or holidays).
- All orders are shipped via UPS ground and will normally arrive between five to seven business days after shipment.
- Some items, because of weight and size, may require additional shipping charges and may take longer to arrive. Our shipping rate chart is an average.
- Shipping rates to Alaska and Hawaii are slightly higher.

OVERNIGHT AND SECOND-DAY SHIPMENTS
- We will attempt to ship overnight or second-day air orders if the order is received before 2 PM central time.
- All requests for expedited orders must be made by telephone.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
- Please call or e-mail us at sales@lmtdefense.com for shipping information on international orders.
- All international orders must have the following documents, at a minimum: purchase order, approved import license (if applicable in your country) and DSP83.

COD CHARGES
- COD charges will apply according to current COD rates and policy from the shipping company.
- UPS has updated its COD policy and now applies a COD charge per package, not shipment.
- UPS is our primary shipper. We do ship Fed Ex and USPS upon request.
- We attempt to ship orders complete. However, partial shipments are necessary at times.

RETURNS
Lewis Machine & Tool utilizes a return goods authorization program.
- Please contact LMT within 30 days of receiving product in order to get a Return Goods Authorization (RGA) number.
- You must contact the company via e-mail, fax or phone to get an RGA number, along with return instructions prior to returning the product.
- Product for which RGA numbers have been given should be returned within two weeks from the time the RGA is given.

PAYMENT METHODS
- Visa
- MasterCard
- Discover
- COD
- ACH

COMPATIBILITY OF OUR PARTS TO OTHER AR PLATFORMS
LMT’s product is of mil-spec or excellent in material, design and specification. If the product you are trying to fit is compatible with the military standard, then it will function with the highest standards.

WHAT IS MIL-SPEC?
It is a United States defense standard often called a military standard, MIL-STD. MIL-SPEC, or informally called Mil-Specs. It is used to achieve standardization objectives by the United States Department of Defense. Standardization is beneficial to achieve interoperability, ensuring products meet certain requirements, commonality, reliability and total cost of ownership. Mil-Specs encompass not only the quality of the parts, but the material with which they are made, the testing with which they are measured, and the quality control levels and standards they must pass to be accepted.

QUALITY POLICY
We will offer exceptional quality products to our customers by continuously striving to exceed their expectations.

SALES & MARKETING
Phone: 309-732-9527
Fax: 309-787-2636
Prices subject to change without notice.
ISO 9001:2008 Registered
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Heading into his second season as Host and Executive Producer of Leupold’s *Pig Man: The Series*, Brian “Pig Man” Quaca reached out to Lewis Machine and Tool, a partner that he knew he could trust, when his pig eradication efforts put his life on the line. “It’s a really simple partnership for folks to understand. The mutual business model that we share falls right in line with one another – failure is not an option for these weapons and failure is not an option for this series.”

Initial conversations lead to the signing of a personal endorsement deal for the LMT® .308 Modular Weapon System. “Having the opportunity to meet with LMT® and review their product line back in January, I knew straight out the gate that these folks were serious players. These are the weapons residing in the hands of our US men and women on the front lines across the world, and if it’s dependable and accurate enough to defend our freedom, I’ll have no hesitation dusting a few dozen pigs with it in the field,” said Quaca.

With his relentless pursuits soon to be broadcast into 30+ million homes across the country on the Sportsman Channel, “Pig Man” has taken the outdoor television industry by storm with his unique character and personality, geared at entertaining hardcore gun enthusiasts who love to watch firepower in action.

Look for Pig Man with his LMT® .308 Modular Weapon System on the Sportsman Channel, the leader in outdoor TV for the American Sportsman, airing Tuesdays at 2:00AM CST, Thursdays at 6:30AM CST, Friday at 11:00PM CST, and Sunday at 12:30PM CST and 9:00PM CST.

Ask about our Pig package

LM308MWSE

with engraved pigman logo, Leupold VX-R Hog 1.25 - 4x20mm FireDot Pig Plex & Mark 2 IMS mount
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